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Embassy Suites-Wayne

As we begin our fifteenth year of TAC Tanker Tales reporting, it is interesting to note that we are heading to one of the country’s most famous historical sites-the Valley Forge Historical Park in Pennsylvania.
We continually hope that those members who reside in the northeast
will take this opportunity to join us and see many of their comrades in arms
(and in planes) from three decades ago. To top off the timing, we will be there
for the Memorial Day Weekend and plan to have our Memorial Ceremony in
the Washington Chapel in the park ON the Memorial Day Monday, May 26.
When Nate and I journeyed to the area a year ago to check out the
hotels we decided on the Embassey Suites in nearby Wayne area centrally
located to all the places we wanted to take the reunion. Many of you recall
using this hotel chain in Colorado Springs (04) and noted the special benefits.
Mainly their complimentary cook-to-order breakfast every morning and the two
hour Manager’s cocktail hour each evening. Our special rate will be $114 per
night. We are at the point in time when finding that kind of a deal for under
$100 is not an option.
To give you a peek at the itinerary which we put together with the
transportation service of American Heritage Landmark Tours, Inc. :
Sunday, 5/25: Check in Registration Desk/Hospitality Room 11am-4:30 pm
Transportation to dinner in Phoenixville for Dinner on your
own in the village or Dine at the Kimberton Colonial Inn (prepaid). 5-9pm
Monday, 5/26: Tour of Valley Forge NP with Memorial Service in Chapel,
then travel NE to quaint Shippack Village for lunch and shopping. 9-3:30pm.
Evening Dinner shuttle to Winberies’s Restaurant in Wayne. 6-9pm.
Tuesday, 5/27: Travel SE to Philadelphia for City Tour with Luncheon
Cruise on the Spirit of Philidelphia. 9-4pm.
Evening shuttle to the King of Prussia Mall for dinner and shopping
on your own. 5:30-8:30 pm. (maps and eateries noted to be provided).
Wednesday, 5/28: Travel SW to the Brandywine Valley area with visits to
TV’s QVC studios (or) American Helicopter Museum, Longwood Gardens
for lunch (on own), then to Chadds Ford Winery en route home. 9-3:30pm.
Afternoon Business Meeting—4-5 pm.
Happy Hour & Banquet –6:30-9 :30 pm.
In working with Sue Habgood of the AHLT, Inc., she will be providing
the step-on-guides, getting tickets, providing the drivers, their buses and gratuities. We are fortunate to find a company that worked with us and OUR
agenda to give you the best reunion for this area. TAC Headquarters is really
looking forward to this reunion (especially since your reunion planner has
wanted to go here for many years!)
Registration forms in the December newsletter-till then…………...NHH
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President’s Corner

By Nate Hill

Hello once again to you all. Another year end is
closing in on us and the sweet corn and sliced fresh
tomatoes are beginning to fill the markets. This has
been a great growing season in Ohio and the field
corn crop and soybeans are going to make our farmers wealthy; the yield is phenomenal! Christmas
will be here before we know it.

TuesdayCity Tour
and Spirit
of Philadelphia Luncheon Cruise

In case you have not heard, we are now becoming
famous as the troops who have survived an entire
generation of tanker aircraft. We flew the KB-50s
and -29s, then came the -97s and 135s. Word just
hit the street that Boeing is assembling #2 KC-46.
The first 4 test aircraft are due to be finished in
less than one year so maybe we will survive to see
the new fleet before we get too old to travel. Congrats guys on making it this far ! !
Natalie and I have just about finished planning on
the 2014 reunion in Valley Forge PA. One of the
exciting tours will be through a helicopter museum.
In addition are all the relics of the Revolutionary
War in the area. We have arranged to have our Memorial service in the Valley Forge Park adjacent to
our hotel and you will all be happy to know that
our hotel will be Embassy Suites so we will have
breakfast on premises. I hope that many of you can
make this one. I am really looking forward to hearing Shirley Wolford sing in another chapel. For
those of you who were not there she almost
drowned out the pipe organ in the Air Force Academy chapel.
Stay well my friends, the obituary column is getting frighteningly long.
Nate
MondayWednesday - QVC Studio Tour and Longwood Gardens
Gen George Washington welcomes the TAC
Tanker group to the
historical Valley Forge
National Historical Park
and the Memorial
Chapel (below)
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Vice President’s Corner

By Lou Chapman The Tale of a Yokota Mechanic
By Bob Thomas
For all of you who attended, I’m happy to an-

nounce that the St. Louis Reunion
pictures have been posted on our
website. I would like to thank Harold
Elliott, Clarence Veino, Jim Schmitt,
Harry Hansen, Fred Duck, Neil Patterson, Ron Apel and Oscar Hannibal for
sending me the pictures they took.
Counting the pictures I had taken and
theirs, there were about 900 photos to
go through.
Selecting the ones to be used, adding borders,
names and captions took quite a while, but I think the end
result makes up for the time spent. I realize there are a lot
to look at, but the purpose is that there would be good
coverage of the daily activities and hopefully pictures of
everyone who was there. Since we
require members to log-in view the
Reunion photos and read the past
Tanker Tales newsletters, here is the
information again. The user name
is…tacmembers and the password
is…2011gasser. Please write this
down and keep it accessible if you
need it again.
After two years we still have members trying to log-in
using their computer name and password. Needless to
say, “it ain’t gonna work”. The purpose of having to log-in,
is that I would contact people about joining TAC Tankers
only to have them tell me “I’m not interested at this time
but I keep up with what you’re doing by reading the on-line
newsletter”. In 2011, Nate and I discussed this problem
and decided that if they choose not to join, then access
with be restricted to members only.
The membership count has been holding steady and we
are still contacting and getting new members. I’m happy to
report we have two more new Life members. Thomas
“Tom” Cardanelli, who was with the 4505th Supply, and
Lawrence “Larry” Gladu, Refueling Operator with both the
421st and the 429th. We welcome both of them to TAC
Tankers.
Nate had sent me a roster of people who were past
members, or those that we had limited information on, and
after on-line searches, more names have been added to
our website Deceased page. If anyone has kept old orders, I would like to have copies either e-mailed or mailed
to me. I can use the names on them to get the information
out to people who don’t know about TAC Tankers. My
contact info is in the annual members Yellow Book.
Lastly, we have members and/or spouses who are dealing with severe medical issues, so please keep all of them
in your thoughts and prayers.
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I arrived in Japan in Dec 1955 in khakis PCS
from Clark AB, PI and was too damn lazy or tired or
both, to go to the bottom of my duffel bags and dig out
the blue uniform and overcoat. Almost froze to death in
the back of a weapons carrier for an hour and a half
ride, sometime after midnight.
The Japanese driver took us to Johnson AB by
mistake, so we had to reload and re-board for Yokota
AB. The midnight ride got us ready for living in small
quarters with a wood floor and canvass walls while we
waited for permanent barracks. It’s no wonder that
guys would go down town Fussa looking for a long
haired heater. It was a matter of survival.
I was “at home” immediately with the B-29.
The B was my first name initial for Bob and my USAF
serial number ended with 29. I was one of the very few
mechanics that had attended the specialized B-29
course at Sheppard AFB. Most mechanics had attended a general heavy bomber course or a general
heavy cargo aircraft course. Back then, a B-29 ground
crew consisted of a crew chief, asst C/C, and possibly 34 mechanics. But we did all the work with very few
specialists.
If we ran into trouble we couldn’t solve, we
could call on a propeller specialist or an electrician.
But there were usually only two of those per squadron.
Of course we had radio and radar specialists, and it
seems they were mostly remove and replace guys .
On my first flight in a B-29, they put me in the
Flight Engineer’s seat, and gave me some things to do.
While I was doing those actions, they pulled the cabin
pressure dump valve on me. Of course, I thought I
blew the whole damn airplane apart.
Then I rode on the nose wheel well door for a
while, when I heard one pilot shout to the other pilot
“STOP! Don’t do that!” scaring the hell out of me. The
other pilot says “Do what?” the first pilot answer,
“Don’t light the filter end of your cigarette, turn it
around!” They had a lot of fun at my expense that day.
I think it was all planned as my initiation.
I advanced to Assistant Crew Chief very
quickly because of my knowledge of the B-29, the engines, and systems. I loved my work during those years
and thought I could work on the B-29 for about half my
career and some other aircraft for the next half. I had
no use at all for those noisy stinking jets. Even the
smoke smelled good on a B-29, and the sound of the
engine while cranking and starting was music to my
ears.
The 421st AREFS was getting ready to transition to the B-50 when I was leaving Yokota AB, so I
took both FTD courses; B-50 and R4360. I left the
421st in June 1956 and was amazed at all the cars with
two or three colors, here in the land of the big PX. I
saw this on approach to SFO. ( Cont. on page 4)

Life Members
Tom J. Carbarrelli, Palm City Fl-4505
Larry W. Gladu, Cibolo TX-429, 421
Bobby L. Stiers, Elton DE-427, 429

Bits and Obits

-

New Members
William D. Cler, Mitchell NE-622 (renewal)

Letter Received from New Members
Larry Gladu (August 2013)
I
used the Koean GI Bill to go to college Northrop Institute of
Technology and graduated with a BS in Aircraft Maintenance Engineering. Spent two years at Lockheed Aircraft
Corp, Burbank, 17 1/2 years on the Apollo and Shuttle Programs with 7 years at Kennedy Space Center on the Apollo
Program, 25 years, 9 months at the Aerospace Corp. working on airborne support equipment for a shuttle orbiter &
Titan IV missile, Titan II and Titan IV launch vehicles, plus
Atlas V vehicle. 19 1/2 of the years was aerospace were
spent at Lockhead Martin in Denver CO. Retired in Oct
2005, built a house in Cibolo and retired there.

(Cont. from page 3) Mechanic:
I was assigned to the 429th at Langley AFB
while they still ;had B-29s, transitioning to the B-50.
I didn’t tell them I attended the FTD courses in Japan, so I could study the aircraft and engines again.
It paid dividends later! But those were hard years.
I remember once working 3 days and nights continuous, with only meals and showers. Not because
someone told me to, but we had a big mission in the
Pacific coming up and I had some weak cylinders
and other problems to take care of. At the end of 3
days, I was wired up and couldn’t sleep.
When I became the Wing Cmdr’s Crew
Chief, I no longer had to do the long rotational TDYs
overseas. But by that time my wife had given up
and went back to Indiana with my two sons. My
world unraveled, so I transferred to Maintenance
Control for awhile, then went to Nha Trang around
1962. I was notified on a Thursday that I had one
day to clear the Base and be at the Cessna Plant,
Wichita KS on the following Monday morning. No
one on Langley had ever been to Viet Nam so I had
to look it up on a world map to see where I was
headed. When I came back to Chanute AFB, no one
there had been to Viet Nam either.
Up until about 15 years ago, I had every
order I had been issued, even TDY orders. Then one
day I told myself, “I’ll never see those guys again.
Why am I saving these old orders. No one wants to
know what we did, where we’ve been, the dangers
involved, the long months away from home, the mishaps and lost aircrews, broken homes and marriages
names.” So I burned them, one page at a time as I
read the names to see how many I could remembered and where I had been.—- Then I had another
drink. What a fool I was to burn those orders.

On March 7, 2013, James Edward Lane, 78, took his
final flight passing away at the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio.
Word reached us this summer from his wife Brenda who attended 3 reunions with him. Jim was an aircraft mechanic
with the 420th and retired from Copperweld Steel after 22
years as a crane operator and plant protection 10 years. He
was involved with the community of Newton Falls where he
grew up.
Rodney Duane Perry passed away on March 22,
2013 at the age of 80. He served the USAF for 26 years,
retiring as a CMSgt. In Colorado Springs with the Inspector
General’s Team. He had a family of five children with his
wife Evelyn who died in 2003. Rod was in the 622nd AREFS.
March claimed another Life member, John “Jack”
Dawson II, on the 26th in Mena, Arkansas. He served 24
years in the Air Force and retired as a MSgt. His TAC Tanker
time was with the 421st from 63-65. He owned and operated many BBQ restaurants and worked at the Rich Mountain Community College. He will be missed by his “Dekker
Family boys.”
On June 16th, one of our past TAC presidents, Art
Belezon,81, passed away in Boynton Beach FL. He is survived by wife Maxine of 52 years and is interred in the Florida National Military Cemetery in Palm Beach County. Art
was born in Utah and moved to San Diego where he grew up
and graduated from SD State where he received his ROTC
USAF commission. He served as a navigator for the 421st
and 431st.
We are sad to announce the passing of Life member
Bill Dekker of Fairfield, CA on June 26, 2013. He was MSgt
with the 421 where he and his wife Eleanore served as
“Mom and Pop” to a group of young airmen at Yokota. They
would come to our reunions with “their boys” and have their
own mini reunion.
Retired Major William E. Dickson, 82 died on July 1,
2013 in Hampton VA where he lived for 44 years. He was a
pilot with the 429th and served in Vietnam earning the DFC.
He is survived by his wife Ruth of 55 years He too was a Life
member of TAC Tankers.
TO Williams heard from Nancy Jokela, wife of Ret.
Lt. Col Allan Martin Jokela (429) who passed away in April at
80 years old. He was a Distinguished graduate in ROTC
from the U. of Michigan and was a Master Navigator. His
last assignment was at the AF Headquarters, Pentagon.

We have learned that another association member,
Pilot Eugene McClurg, has passed away but as of this printing do not have the details. He was in the 421 & 431st.
Our most recent loss was that of Joyce Grey,
80, of Sonoma CA and wife of Life member
Tom Grey, 421st and 431st. She and Tom
were regular reunion attendees and hosted the
Hills when we came to Sonoma to set up the
2003 “Wine Country” TAC Tanker Reunion. A
Memorial Service was held on August 24th for
family and friends at their home.
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handle air refueling for the CASF in-theater. Jerry recalls, “We got the frag to launch again for Lajes…We
landed at the Azores and the first word from Langley was
CASF Bravo 1958 – Jerry Reed Remembers
to RON. We got up to the barracks and opened a beer,
Some of you may recall reading about CASF Bravo, the
and the phone rang, and Major English said, “Pack it up,
first operational Composite Air Strike Force (CASF),
we are on our way to Chateauroux [France].” We
launched to the eastern Mediterranean Sea in July 1958 launched and made it to Chateauroux, did a minimum
in support of the beleaguered Lebanese government. I
ground time turn, and took off in a four-ship formation
wrote a detailed summary of it in the June 2009 issue of
for Adana [Incirlik]. We lost an engine on climbout and
Tanker Tales, and I have incorporated it into my “Tanker fell out of formation, but continued on to Adana
Talk.” The Air Force portion of the US response was to
alone…As we passed the coast of Albania we were intersend a squadron each of light bombers, fighters, and recepted by four MiG-15s, two on each wing. Lots of flashcon aircraft, to Incirlik AB, Turkey as fast as possible.
ing lights at each other, but they finally peeled off and
TAC tankers, along with airlift, were to be vital for the
went back into Albania…According to Sullie [the navigamission’s success.
tor] we were well into international airspace, so we did
not give way and pressed on to Adana.” [Note: they were
th
The unit histories, including that of the 4505 ARW,
flying over the Adriatic Sea on the international airway
were the backbone of my writeup and my talk. I had
between Italy and Albania] We were so tired when we
never encountered any tanker troop who had actually
finally got to Incirlik that we didn’t mention anything to
been a part of it. Enter Jerry Reed, then a 1st Lt copilot
anyone until the next day. We were then barraged with
in the 429th AREFS at Langley AFB, Virginia. You the
intelligence people from the CASF staff, but it didn’t get
reader are encouraged to reread that 2009 article while
any more interesting than that”.
reading Jerry’s comments. They put them into the right
framework.
Jerry goes on: “As I remember, we were at Incirlik about

Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

Jerry was on 1st Lt Bill Szanyi’s crew (429th) when the
4505th Wing was alerted late on 14 July. According to the
TDY orders we have in the archives, Szanyi’s crew for
this CASF consisted of him as AC, Jerry as CP, 1st Lt
Cornelius Sullivan as navigator, TSgt Frank Garner as
flight engineer, and SSgt Wilbur Nist and A2c Laurence
Weatherholtz as the reel operators. Also listed was Capt
Bob Williams, an additional pilot. The other AC’s were
Maj Charles English (the 429th commander), 1st Lt Billie
J Taylor, 1st Lt Robert E Chamberlen, Capt Aubrey Brim,
Capt Vern Williamson, 1st Lt David Chonoski, and Capt
Don Smock (who had Lt Col George Mullins, the Wing
Director of Operations and former 429th commander)
along. These eight crews were to be the “first responders,” as we would call them now.
The 429th launched seven KB-50s at 1910Z to rendezvous with the first wave of F-100s from Myrtle Beach.
Two aborted, and the other five (including the Szanyi
crew) arrived at the rendezvous point on schedule, But
the fighters had a considerable delay in their takeoff, and
several tankers had less than the optimum fuel load because they had had to use the shorter runway at Langley.
The rendezvous was not until 2228Z, amidst night and
bad weather. The result was three F-100 pilots had to
abort to Nova Scotia, one of whom had to eject when his
fuel ran out. At 2301Z the refueling ended and the KBs
landed at Kindley AFB, Bermuda, where they were
quickly refueled and relaunched to refuel a second wave
of aircraft. This appears to have been five RF-101s which
had left Shaw AFB about 2210Z. That refueling (also in
terrible weather) having been completed, the Szanyi crew
recovered back at Langley AFB.
Four KB-50s were then tasked to deploy ASAP to Lajes
ATS, Azores, on the first leg to Incirlik AB, Turkey, to

90 days. Lots of sitting on alert under the wing of our
KB-50 in a very hot environment. The skin on the big
bird would get so hot you couldn’t touch it without burning yourself. I remember the giant grasshoppers out by
the drop tank farm where we sat on alert. An Air Policeman came by with his hand wrapped in a handkerchief, a
canteen, and one of those grasshoppers. The grasshopper
had bitten off a large hunk of his finger. To show us how
this could happen, he took the grasshopper between two
of his fingers and held the grasshopper up to the full canteen. The grasshopper bit the canteen chain that attached the screw cap to the canteen. The AP released the
canteen and the grasshopper held the full canteen of water without dropping it or injuring his neck.
“We flew lots of training missions out of there to keep the
fighter and recon guys proficient in air-to-air refueling.
Spent lots of time watching the U-2s fly in and out, and of
course lots of time fighting for seating at the Officers
Club for dinner.
“I remember the armed guards in the showers. You could
wash your hands and face and brush your teeth, but no
showers until they laid a new water line in from the
mountains. That lasted for quite a while… My flight suit
got so encrusted with the salt from my sweat that it
would stand up by itself. Lots of beer can tossing contests
to see who would pay for the next round. We had gone to
the salvage yard and got an old open-topped freezer that
had been discarded by the commissary, and then went
into Adana for ice to keep the beer cold. Lots of ingenuity. It was the first real test of the CASF concept, and it
worked well.”
The 4505th Wing history notes that the tanker detachment at Incirlik flew 46 refueling sorties, achieving 971
hookups (221 wet and 750 dry).
(Cont. page 7)
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy Boyington

August always causes me to reflect on the use of
the Atomic Bomb against Japan (those wonderful folks
who brought us Pearl Harbor). Scarcely a mention this
year, all the ink and airwaves having been consumed
with the Zimmerman verdict.
The people who devoted their lives to bringing
WWII to a close were hardly mentioned. You owe it to
your children and grandchildren to retell the truth of
these historic events. The Smithsonian's deceitful depiction of the Enola Gay Exhibit still makes me boil.
Having had the privilege of flying in the KB-29
from Yokota, performed conventional bombing in Vietnam
and practiced nuke delivery in the B-57 and F-4, I felt a
special kinship toward the B-29 crews of WWII. In addition, I worked at the gaseous diffusion plant (K-25) in Oak
Ridge in the 70s.
General Leslie M. Groves, the ultimate project
manager (The Manhattan Project) pretty much tells all in
his book "Now It Can Be Told". Without him, the project
could not have succeeded. In spite of his "difficult" personality, he got the diverse players to cooperate. Even with
unlimited funds and presidential backing, the impossible
task was finished, almost too late.
This first hand account of the military contribution was extremely educational. With less than a dozen
people in the world at that time knowing the existence of
this top secret project, it formed the present world that we
live in. With our entry into the atomic age, this project
gave mankind the ability to extinguish itself for the first
time in its existence. Luckily, so far we have not used it
for that.
He describes the political issues of the labor unions, how the government avoided any labor issues at the
three lab facilities, the technical processes for enriching
Uranium and making Plutonium, the facilities at Hanford, Los Alamos and Oak Ridge, all while keeping the
two billion dollar project an absolute secret from the military, congress and the general population. Even the thousands workers at the enrichment plants did not know or
understand what they were doing.
On top of it all was the fear that this $2 Billion
project might not produce a destructive atomic bomb before the Nazis. Scientists believed in the results but there
was no guarantee that the enriched U235 or Plutonium
would actually create the theorized explosions.
The book touches on the development of the B-29
and aircrew training. It was guys like Tibbets and
Sweeney, both still in their twenties , who beat the Nazis
and the Japanese back. It brings back to mind these
points which should always be remembered when discussing the atomic bombings.
The most important is to remember the projected
casualty figures for an actual land-born invasion of the
Japanese homeland. The death toll for American servicemen and Japanese civilians would have made that of the
atomic bombings pale by comparison. Instead of portraying the Japanese as victims, historical revisionists should

have talked to the few survivors of the Bataan Death
March, Japanese POW camps or any Chinese who made it
through the rape of Nanking. When discussing the horrors of the aftermath of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
bombings, we tend to forget the horrors of conventional
bombings such as London, Berlin, and Dresden. Towards
the end of the war conventional bombing campaigns were
so intense that entire cities were being virtually leveled.
The only major difference between the Dresden
and Hiroshima bombings is the number of bombs
dropped; thousands vs. one. The consequence on the
ground isn't any worse or any better. In point of fact, the
situation on the ground during a conventional bombing
can actually be worse; given that many more people die of
secondary causes; fires, building cave-ins, suffocation, etc.
The only thing that made the atomic bombings
worse is the relative ease with which higher numbers of
people could be eliminated. The revisionist history that
disparages this achievement must be confronted with the
true facts. It reads like an outstanding spy/action/thriller
novel. Because it recounts a true achievement; such accomplishments don't need false drama. This achievement
truly ranks among the most significant in human history.
Reading "Now It Can Be Told" resulted in my greater
appreciation for what was accomplished in less than four
years. I mourn the loss of such spirit in this country.
By contrast, take a look around any shopping
mall at the kids with their droopy pants, hats on backwards, and bad attitudes. If they were called upon to save
the nation, to beat back an army of butchers and fleets of
suicide bombers , could they do it? Would they do it?
Could these coddled little kids summon the manhood to do
their duty to defend their country? I tell you, I just don't
see it in them.
Thank God that when Western Civilization was
being overrun by murdering barbarians that Groves,
Tibbets and their generation were there to put it right.
The few who showed up in Iraq and Afganistan and Bengazi surely did their best to fight a delaying game. But,
It's is going to take a lot more than the few to persevere
over the long haul. Our national leadership has to inspire
this generation of
slackers to regain
our position as the
true defenders of
real democracy
where people can
pursue their god
given right to happiness
At right: Cockpit and
exterior of the B-29
See a special photo
on page 8
of the
REAL
Fifi..
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Historian from page 5) Total fuel transfer was 837,490
pounds. ( It was an excellent opportunity to build and
maintain refueling proficiency among the F-100, RF-101,
RB-66, and WB-66 crews deployed TDY. Two of the 429th
KBs returned home in September, and eventually some
431st birds augmented. All returned home around 20 October. The first CASF was a success.

day. I know it’s not the KB-50, but I have an endorsement from my “old” AC, Don Bill, who said how darn good
it was to comb through that stuff again. It was in the
Journal of the American Aviation Historical Society, simmer 2003, page 82 and following. If anyone wants to get
an electronic copy, just shoot me an email, and I’ll get it
to you. Just be patient – it might be a while.

Intercepts by Hostile Aircraft?

“Boeing B-50”

Jerry reports above about the Szanyi crew being intercepted by Albanian MiG-15s. Your historian, a former
intel puke) hit the books and discovered that the Albanian Air Force in 1958 had about 24 MiG-15s which they
had received from the Soviet Union in 1955. This is the
first (and so far the only) time I have heard that our
tankers (KB-29s and KB-50s) had been intercepted by
potentially hostile aircraft in our time (1953-65). Does
anyone know of any other incidents like this one? From
China? North Korea? North Vietnam? The Mediterranean? Elsewhere? I would think that we usually were
far away from such countries. But please let me know
any more such stories.

This is another publication which some might like. It’s a
book called “Boeing B-50,” by Geoff Hays, published in
2012 by Steve Ginter. Soft cover but full size. ISBN
0984611495. Those who attended the St Louis reunion
saw a copy that Nate Hill brought along. It has both photos and diagrams, many of
which you would recognize
from the Dash One. Geoff
also has a good amount of
text. The KB-50 section is
Chapter 4, on pages 172196. I contributed a small
bit to both the KB-50 and
RB-50 sections. Highly
“Flying the Big B-50s”
recommended (I get no
kickback). You can find it
I discovered an article that many of us, especially pilots,
on my favorite website,
might groove on. It’s “Flying the Big-B-50s,” by AF Retired Lt Col Boardman C. Reed, who had flown the bird in www.abebooks.com, which
the early 1950s at Mather AFB, California, in its training lists books available at
role. He describes vividly the aircraft and its flying char- small booksellers all over.
acteristics, including the pilot’s checklists he used in his

At left: The American Helicopter Museum & Education
Center (this young lady will be glad to take you for a ride!)
Above: The members of the American Heritage Tours, Inc.
who are taking our group to all our attractions.
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!!
Photo came from the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 18, 2010) showing the Fifi’s
crew posing at the Midland, Texas AirShow. After its restoration the B-29
Superfortress was now offering rides at
air shows.
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